
Essential Tips for Managing Startup Applications in 

Windows Task Manager 

Have you ever wished that the application you wanted to use was available 

as soon as you started up your PC, or have you noticed some unwanted 

applications starting up unwanted? Well my friend you need to have a look at the 

Windows Task Manager.  Having your preferred programs running at start up or 

disabling unnecessary ones can save valuable time and CPU resources, allowing 

your PC to run at optimized performance and allow you to get to the programs 

you want faster and more efficiently. Accessing Task Manager is fast and user 

friendly and only takes a little practice to manage your start up applications with 

ease! 

 

 

The first step; like in previous posts you must access the Task manager. There 

are many ways to do this.

 

1. The easiest is by Right clicking the task bar, then selecting Task Manager 

from the resulting pop-up menu. This is the quickest method and is straight 

forward and efficient. 



2.The second easy method is by right clicking the windows logo to left of the 

Cortana search bar on the bottom left hand side of the screen then once again 

selecting: Task Manager. 

 

 

 

 

The first two methods of accessing and managing start up allows a more 

granular view of what is going on with each program.  If you choose you can 

right click the header and enable the options to display additional information 

beyond the default offerings. These other options can be valuable tools in 

troubleshooting and virus detection. Familiarizing yourself with the 

importance of this various data can be helpful for many purposes. (The colors 

of the arrows above correspond with the colors of each category below.) 

1. Start up impact:  This indicates the impact the application has on your PC’S 

resources when you boot up your PC. The states are High, medium, or low. 



2.Startup type: This labels the applications type or location within your PC such 

as registry or file folder 

3.Disk I/O at startup: This data deals with disk activity at startup 

4.CPU: This category measures CPU activity used by an application at startup. 

5.Running: This indicates whether the application is currently running or 

disabled at startup. 

6.Disabled time: lists the time an application startup status was disabled. 

7.Command line: details the full command line interface path an application 

uses. 

8. Right clicking on the header gives you the option to add more data outputs 

within Task Manager. 

 

 3.The third way is not difficult but just requires a few steps. However; this is 

a more user-friendly graphical interface type that only involves using sliders to 

turn selected applications on or off at startup. First access Settings, then from 

the settings menu click on Apps Then finally click on startup that is usually at 

the bottom of the column on the left side of the screen. 

 



 Like most computer tools a little practice can go a long way. The 

more that you familiarize yourself with its use the more proficient you will 

become.  Whether it is a productivity app, music streaming app, or even a 

game now you can set an application to run at startup easily. 


